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Microwave photons trapped in a superconducting cavity constitute an ideal system to realize some

of the thought experiments imagined by the founding fathers of quantum physics. The interaction of

these trapped photons with Rydberg atoms crossing the cavity illustrates fundamental aspects of

measurement theory. The experiments performed with this ‘‘photon box’’ at Ecole Normale

Supérieure (ENS) belong to the domain of quantum optics called ‘‘cavity quantum electrodynam-

ics.’’ We have realized the nondestructive counting of photons, the recording of field quantum

jumps, the preparation and reconstruction of ‘‘Schrödinger cat’’ states of radiation and the study of

their decoherence, which provides a striking illustration of the transition from the quantum to the

classical world. These experiments have also led to the demonstration of basic steps in quantum

information processing, including the deterministic entanglement of atoms and the realization

of quantum gates using atoms and photons as quantum bits. This lecture starts by an introduction

stressing the connection between the ENS photon box and the ion-trap experiments of David

Wineland, whose accompanying lecture recalls his own contribution to the field of single particle

control. I give then a personal account of the early days of cavity quantum electrodynamics before

describing the main experiments performed at ENS during the last 20 years and concluding by a

discussion comparing our work to other researches dealing with the control of single quantum

particles.
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I. CONTROL OF SINGLE PARTICLES IN

A QUANTUM WORLD

Quantum theory told us almost a hundred years ago that
matter as well as light has a particle and a wavelike character.
Atoms and subatomic particles, usually described as discrete
entities, can behave as waves while light, generally described
as an electromagnetic wave, is also made of discrete quanta,

the photons. This wave-particle duality leads to a strange

quantum world in which atoms and light fields can exist in

state superpositions, so to speak suspended between different

classical realities. This situation is impossible to comprehend

intuitively by our classical minds which have evolved to

understand the macroscopic world surrounding us.
The fathers of quantum physics have been led to this

strange description of the world by deductive reasoning based

on the discovery of properties of matter and radiation which

could not be explained by classical physics. The direct

observation of the quantum strangeness, though, has been

for a long time elusive. Bohr, Einstein, and Schrödinger

described thought experiments in which they imagined that

they manipulated and observed single quantum particles in

order to reveal the counterintuitive behavior of nature at the

microscopic level. Figure 1 shows for instance the famous

photon box supposed to keep photons for a while and to

release them on demand, imagined by Einstein and Bohr to

illustrate their discussions (Bohr, 1949). This virtual experi-

mental setup had many parts, among which was a clock to

time a shutter which releases the photon, which was drawn on

Bohr’s instructions with exquisite realism.
While imagining this and other such experiments, the

fathers of the theory could not envision that they would be
one day feasible. From the 1930s, for sure, single particles
could be detected and studied, for instance in bubble or cloud
chambers or in accelerator experiments, but they were then
observed by their traces or by the debris they produced after
being smashed against each other in fiery collisions. In these
experiments, their existence and properties were deduced so to
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speak postmortem. As Schrödinger wrote in 1952 about these
studies: ‘‘It is fair to state that we are not experimenting with
single particles, any more than we can raise Ichthyosauria in
the zoo. We are scrutinising records of events long after they
have happened’’ (Schrödinger, 1952).

In order to observe the quantum strangeness in the zoo, one

had to manipulate particles of matter or light in a much more
gentle way, without destroying them by the mere act of

observation. Methods to achieve this subtle manipulation
had to wait the development of tunable narrow band lasers,
of fast computers, and of superconducting materials, which

are all, in one way or the other, technologies emergent from
quantum theory. Using these methods and working in the field

of quantum optics, many groups in the world are now able to
detect and manipulate single particles, while preserving—

even exploiting—their quantum properties. The studies car-
ried on by David Wineland and his team at the National

Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) in Boulder
and by my group at the Laboratoire Kastler Brossel of

Ecole Normale Supérieure (ENS) in Paris belong to this
very active field of research.

In fact, the Boulder and Paris experiments represent the
two sides of the same coin: the NIST group is trapping single

charged atoms, called ions, in a configuration of fields pro-
duced by electrodes and uses laser beams to manipulate and

detect the behavior of these particles of matter. In the ENS
team we do the opposite, trapping photons in a cavity made

of highly reflecting mirrors and using beams of atoms to
manipulate, detect these particles of light, and study their
evolution. The principle of these complementary experiments

is sketched in Figs. 2(a) and 2(b). In both cases, we perform
in vivo studies, trying to preserve the quantum properties of

the manipulated systems.
A simple theoretical model, introduced by Jaynes and

Cummings (Jaynes and Cummings, 1963) in the early days

of laser physics applies to both situations and contributes to

unify these two lines of research. It describes the atoms as

two-level spinlike systems interacting with a quantum oscil-
lator. In the Boulder experiments, the ions’ internal degrees of

freedom (making up the ‘‘spin’’) are coupled to the external

motion of the particles in the trap undergoing a mechanical

oscillation, whose quanta are phonons. The coupling is

achieved by irradiating the ions with properly tuned laser

beams producing transitions between the ion internal energy

levels accompanied by the absorption or emission of pho-
nons. In the Paris work, the two-level atoms interact directly

with a microwave field mode in the cavity, again a quantum

oscillator whose quanta are photons. The coupling simply

describes in this case the processes of photon absorption and

emission by atoms crossing the cavity. A simple description

of the Jaynes-Cummings model and its application to the

ENS and NIST experiments can be found in the book
Exploring the Quantum: Atoms, Cavities and Photons

(Haroche and Raimond, 2006).
Figures 3(a) and 3(b) illustrate the closeness of the NIST

and ENS approaches. They show experimental signals pub-

lished in two papers which appeared back to back in 1996, in

the same issue of Physical Review Letters. We had worked

independently in Paris and Boulder on quite different setups
and yet the recordings appear very similar. Figure 3(a) exhibits

the ‘‘signature’’ of an ion oscillating in a state superposition of

different vibration quanta in the Boulder trap (Meekhof et al.,

1996) and Fig. 3(b) shows the corresponding signature

of atoms having resonantly interacted with a small oscillat-

ing electromagnetic field containing a superposition of

different photon numbers in the Paris cavity (Brune,
Schmidt-Kaler et al., 1996). These signals, which represent

transition probabilities between two ionic or atomic states

versus time, are called ‘‘Rabi oscillations.’’ Their shapes,

exhibiting beating between sinusoidal oscillations correspond-

ing to different numbers of quanta, reveal the graininess of the

mechanical or field oscillator towhich the atoms or the ions are

coupled. As will be recalled below, exploiting such Rabi
oscillations plays an important role in the manipulation of

atomic and field states for quantum information processing.

II. A PERSONAL ACCOUNT OF THE EARLY DAYS OF

CAVITY QUANTUM ELECTRODYNAMICS

The adventure of trapping and controlling single particles

had in fact begun much before these Rabi oscillation experi-

ments. David Wineland reminisces in his Nobel Lecture

(a) (b)

FIG. 2 (color). Scheme of the (a) NIST ion trap and the (b) ENS

photon box.

FIG. 1. The Einstein-Bohr photon box. From the Niels Bohr

Archive.
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about the early history of ion-trap physics. Here, I recall how
my ‘‘photon box’’ experiments started, at a time when the
similarity between these two lines of emerging research was
not yet obvious.

I must first recall my thesis work (Haroche and Cohen-
Tannoudji, 1969; Haroche, 1971a, 1971b) under the super-
vision of Claude Cohen-Tannoudji in the Laboratoire de
Spectroscopie Hertzienne de l’Ecole Normale Supérieure
which became later the Laboratoire Kastler Brossel. It is
indeed during this formative period that I learned that matter
could be manipulated with light. I got acquainted with the
optical pumping method invented by Kastler and Brossel
which uses light beams to orient the magnetic moments of
atoms and to detect their dance in radio-frequency fields. At
that time, we were manipulating and observing large ensem-
bles made of billions of atoms contained in a resonance cell.
I was marveling at the fact that all our experiments were
explained by the laws of quantum mechanics which had just
been exposed to me in the illuminating lectures of my thesis
advisor. We only had to trust that there were atoms in our cell,
obeying collectively to these laws, even if we could not
observe them individually.

At the same time, Claude and I developed the dressed atom
formalism which explains the behavior of atoms exposed to
radio-frequency fields described in terms of photons (Cohen-
Tannoudji and Haroche, 1969; Haroche, 1971a, 1971b).
Quantizing the field in this context was a bold move since
our fields contained huge numbers of light quanta and
could well be described as classical continuous waves. The
quantum picture, envisioning our atoms as being surrounded
or ‘‘dressed’’ by clouds of photons, was directly inspired
by the theory of quantum electrodynamics, which was alien
to most atomic physicists. This approach turned out however
to be very powerful and allowed us to discover many
interesting phenomena in magnetic resonance which were
not as clearly apparent in the classical approach (Cohen-
Tannoudji et al., 1970).

It was around that time that the dream of performing
experiments involving small numbers of photons started to
take shape in my mind. Thinking about a question of Anatole
Abragam, who was a member of my thesis defense commit-
tee, I wondered whether it would be possible to design an
experiment in which the dressed atom formalism would not
be merely a convenient description of the physics, but a
necessary approach to explain truly quantum phenomena. I
had no idea of how to achieve this when I left Paris in 1972
for Stanford and my postdoctoral visit with Arthur Schawlow.

During this very exciting time, I witnessed the develop-
ment of the first commercial tunable dye lasers, which were

going to revolutionize atomic and molecular spectroscopy.
These lasers, produced by Californian startup companies,
were delivered as prototypes to neighboring universities,
among which Stanford was probably served first. Having
worked for my thesis research with classical lamps, I had to
familiarize myself with these new sources of light. Working
with Jeffrey Paisner, a graduate student of Art Schawlow, I
used a pulsed dye laser to excite cesium atoms in a superpo-
sition of excited states and I observed the quantum beats in
the fluorescence light subsequently radiated by the excited
atoms (Haroche, Paisner, and Schawlow, 1973). These quan-
tum beat studies drew again my attention to the important
concept of state superposition which I had already encoun-
tered in a different context during my Ph.D. thesis work when
studying resonances related to level crossings in the dressed
atom energy diagram (Cohen-Tannoudji and Haroche, 1965).

Although the modulations of the fluorescence light char-
acterizing quantum beats were observed on large ensembles
of atoms, the basic phenomenon was a single atom interfer-
ence effect. During the pulsed excitation and subsequent
photon emission process, each atom was following several
histories at once, leaving the atomic ground state and coming
back to it while being transiently brought into different
excited states. It was the indistinguishable character of these
different paths which led to the final observation of the beats.
Even if I was not able to do the experiment at that time,
I knew the beats would still be there if I operated on a single
atom, in the same way that a Young double slit experiment
still works when particles cross the interferometer one at a
time. Here again, I was intrigued by the challenge to observe
quantum effects at the single particle level.

I imported to Paris in 1973 the tunable pulsed dye laser
technology when I went back to ENS to take a permanent
position at the National Center of Scientific Research
(CNRS), before being appointed as a professor at Paris VI
University in 1975. After my first quantum beat studies which
were performed on states with small principal quantum num-
bers, it was natural to try to explore more excited atomic
levels and I started to record quantum beats emitted by these
levels in sodium (Haroche, Gross, and Silverman, 1974).
Close to the atomic ionization limit, there was a very large
number of levels forming a spectroscopic terra incognita of
so-called Rydberg states with huge electronic orbits. The
lasers offered us the opportunity to prepare and study these
states and I was, as Daniel Kleppner at MIT and many other
colleagues in Europe and in the USA, fascinated by the
promising properties of these giant atoms, about which I
give a few more details below. I became, in particular,
interested by their extreme sensitivity to microwave radiation.

FIG. 3. Rabi oscillations in the (a) NIST and the (b) ENS experiments. From Brune, Schmidt-Kaler et al., 1996 and Meekhof et al., 1996.
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I started performing microwave spectroscopy experiments
on these atoms (Fabre, Goy, and Haroche, 1977, 1978),
working with a small group of dedicated and bright graduate
students. Michel Gross and Claude Fabre, who embarked
later on their own independent and successful carriers, were
followed shortly by Jean-Michel Raimond who stayed with
me and accompanied me since then on this long research
adventure. We were also lucky to get Philippe Goy, a con-
densedmatter physicist wizard inmillimeter wave technology,
interested in our Rydberg atom-microwave spectroscopy ex-
periments. The millimeter wave sources and analyzers that he
developed for our research has led him to start a small
company which sells to this day custom-made millimeter
wave devices to laboratories throughout the world.

We were using for our experiments the simple setup
sketched in Fig. 4: atoms flying in an atomic beam are excited
into Rydberg states by lasers and, in the same region of space,
they are irradiated by a microwave field. This field is confined
in an open cavity made of copper mirrors facing each other,
so as to define precisely the zone in which the atoms
are irradiated. After having left the cavity, the atoms are
ionized between two condenser plates in a ramp of raising
electric field which reaches at different times the ionization
threshold for the two energy states e and g connected by the
microwave transition. In this way, the different ionization
signals allow us to discriminate the two states. This very
efficient and selective detection method, first introduced in
Rydberg atom physics by Daniel Kleppner and his students
(Dukas et al., 1975), is the one we still use today.

I realized in 1979 that if the atoms were initially in the
upper state of the transition and the cavity tuned into exact
resonance, it was not necessary to inject microwaves in order
to observe a fast transfer between the two states. I immedi-
ately recognized that the ensemble of excited Rydberg atoms
was spontaneously emitting in the cavity, realizing a pulsed
maser (Gross et al., 1979). The surprising and striking feature
was the very low threshold of this maser action, which
required only a few hundred atoms as opposed to the billions
of atoms involved in ordinary maser or lasers. This unusual
order of magnitude was obviously due to the very strong
coupling of Rydberg atoms to microwaves. In the conclusion
of the paper reporting the result, we noted that this experi-
ment opened the way to the study of even much smaller
samples, provided we could use better cavities with higher
Q factor and longer field damping time.

In fact, we had just started our journey toward single atom
and photon detection and manipulation. The field in which we

had embarked, dealing with atoms and photons interacting in
a space confined by mirrors, was called ‘‘cavity quantum
electrodynamics’’ (cavity QED for short), a name coined by
Daniel Kleppner around 1980. I immediately liked this de-
nomination because it connected once more atomic physics to
quantum electrodynamics, in the spirit of what Claude
Cohen-Tannoudji and I had already attempted ten years ear-
lier with the introduction of the ‘‘dressed atom’’ formalism.
Experiments remained to be done to demonstrate that the
term ‘‘quantum’’ was legitimate, but now at least we knew in
which direction we had to go. The cavity containing the field
became the critical ingredient to be improved and the
Rydberg atoms the working horses allowing us to explore
the quantum properties of these fields.

We performed several precise quantitative studies of
pulsed Rydberg masers, focusing, in particular, on the evo-
lution of the atomic ensemble during the emission process.
Our experiment geometry, with all the atoms being symmet-
rically coupled to the same field, realized an ideal super-
radiant sample, a system that R. Dicke had theoretically
studied back in the 1950s (Dicke, 1954): the atoms initially
in a fully excited state symmetric by exchange of atoms
remained in such a state throughout the emission process,
ending in the final state where all the atoms were in the lower
state of the transition. This symmetry entailed a strong col-
lective coupling of the atoms to the field and an emission time
much shorter than the spontaneous emission time of a single
atom. Our experiment allowed us to measure this shortened
emission time and to study the whole dynamics of the emis-
sion process. By accumulating statistics over many realiza-
tions of an experiment performed with N initially excited
atoms, we recorded the probability versus time that n of these
atoms had been deexcited and thus n photons emitted (see
Fig. 5). This realized a first quantitative experimental dem-
onstration of Dicke superradiance (Gross and Haroche, 1982;
Raimond et al., 1982a).

We also showed that if the number of decaying atoms was
increased beyond a certain limit, the emission started to
exhibit a ringing feature, the atomic ensemble getting par-
tially reexcited and undergoing damped oscillations while
exchanging its energy with the field in the cavity (Kaluzny
et al., 1983). This ringing regime of superradiance is de-
scribed by an equation similar to that of a damped pendulum
(Bonifacio, Schwendimann, and Haake, 1971). In another
series of experiments, we studied also the opposite effect,
namely, the collective absorption of blackbody radiation by
Rydberg atoms initially prepared in the lower state of the

FIG. 4. The 1979 Rydberg atom maser experiment: Left: Sketch of the setup. Right: Time resolved atomic ionization signals discriminating

the upper (27S) and lower (26P) states of the atomic transition. The bottom and top traces correspond to off-resonance and on-resonance

cavity, respectively. From Gross et al., 1979.
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atomic transition resonant with the cavity field. In this pro-

cess, the atoms behaved collectively as an ensemble of bosons

remaining in a state symmetrical under particle exchange,

leading to a heat capacity for our atomic system, much smaller

than that of a classical gas (Raimond et al., 1982b).

Incidentally, the symmetric states along which the atomic

ensemble was evolving in these experiments were highly

entangled, i.e., nondescribable as a product of single atom

wave functions. We were well aware of this feature, even if

the concept of entanglement and all its implications were not

of central interest at that time.
We did not lose during these studies our primary goal

which was to decrease the threshold of our masers to a single

atom. In order to increase the reflectivity of our mirrors, we

replaced the copper by superconducting niobium, cooled to a

few Kelvin. By strongly reducing in this way the mirror

absorption losses, we were able in 1983 to reach the situation

where a single atom had its spontaneous emission rate

enhanced by the presence of the cavity (Fig. 6). This effect

predicted in 1946 by E. Purcell (Purcell, 1946), corresponded,

as we noted, to the operation of a single atom transient maser

(Goy et al., 1983). At about the same time, Daniel Kleppner

and his students realized a complementary experiment pro-

posed by Kleppner a few years earlier (Kleppner, 1981). They

showed that the spontaneous emission of Rydberg atoms was

inhibited, leading to a lengthening of the excited Rydberg

state lifetime, when the atoms were confined between con-

ducting plates excluding the radiation modes resonant with

the atomic transition (Hulet, Hilfer, and Kleppner, 1985).

Another demonstration of spontaneous emission inhibition

had been performed a few months earlier by G. Gabrielse and

H. Dehmelt who had shown that the decay of the cyclotron

radiation of a single trapped electron was slowed down when

it was located in the microwave cavity formed by the elec-

trodes of the trap which was confining it (Gabrielse and

Dehmelt, 1985).
A feature of our spontaneous emission enhancement ex-

periment was intriguing me. What would happen if the cavity

Q factor was so large as to keep the emitted photon long

enough for it to be absorbed by the atoms? As I noted in the

lecture notes of a course I gave in Les Houches in 1982

(Haroche, 1984), this should lead to a regime of reversible

exchange of energy between matter and radiation at the single

particle level. If the atomwas initially (at time t ¼ 0) in level e
and the cavity in vacuum, we expected, according to the

Jaynes-Cummings model, that the atomþ field system

would evolve at time t into the state cosð�0t=2Þje; 0i þ
sinð�0t=2Þjjg; 1i;�0 being the so-called vacuum Rabi fre-

quency, and the two symbols in each ket representing the

atom’s state and the number of photons in the cavity, respec-

tively. If the cavity contained n photons, a similar oscillation

phenomenon was expected to occur between the states je; ni
and jg; nþ 1i, at the larger frequency �n ¼ �0

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiðnþ 1Þp

. If

the cavity field was in a superposition of photon number states,

we expected this Rabi oscillation to exhibit a beating between

components evolving at the incommensurate �n frequencies,

a phenomenon predicted theoretically by Eberly et al. (Eberly,

Narozhny, and Sanchez-Mondragon, 1980) that we were to

observe only in 1996, as recalled above. Our Holy Grail

became in the early 1980s to reach this situation, now called

the strong coupling regime of cavity QED.
We were however at a loss to improve the quality of our

mirrors. The superconducting material was fine, but the

mechanical properties of niobium made it difficult to get

surfaces smooth enough to avoid photon scattering off small

imperfections. While we were struggling with this technical

problem, we got in 1984 news from Munich that a German

colleague, Herbert Walther, working with his graduate stu-

dent Dieter Meschede and G. Muller, a colleague expert in

superconductivity, had reached our Holy Grail! They had had

the bright idea to replace the open mirror structure by a closed

FIG. 6. Enhancement of spontaneous emission in a cavity: sketch

illustrating the experimental time sequence: (a) ionization field

ramp, (b) detection of the 23S initial level, and (c) detection of

the 22P final level. From Goy et al., 1983.

FIG. 5. Experimental demonstration of Dicke superradiance: histo-

grams showing the probability that n photons have been emitted by a

sample of N � 3200 initially excited atoms at times increasing from

bottom to top. Times are expressed in units of tD, the average emission

delay. The curves are theoretical. From Raimond et al., 1982a.
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cylinder, making it impervious to small irregularities in the
inner walls and the lifetime of the photons was increased by
several orders of magnitude.

Sending Rydberg atoms one at a time through this box,
they realized a maser in which the field was building up into a
steady state from the successive actions of single atoms
crossing the apparatus one by one (Meschede, Walther, and
Muller, 1985) (Fig. 7). The system clearly operated in the

strong coupling regime. Walther called it a ‘‘micromaser.’’
Numerous studies of this device were made during the 1980s
and the 1990s, both on the theoretical and on the experimental
side (Meystre, Rempe, and Walther, 1988; Rempe, Schmidt-
Kaler, and Walther, 1990; Scully, Englert, and Walther,
1991). Herbert Walther, who sadly died in 2006, was a great
leader in quantum optics who made with the micromaser an
essential contribution to cavity QED. Dieter Meschede be-
came my postdoc when I was working for a while part time at
Yale University during the 1980s. He is now a physics

professor in Bonn, Germany, doing beautiful experiments in
cold atom physics and quantum information. Our ENS and
Bonn groups have been exchanging ideas and sharing many
students and postdocs along the years.

During our common time at Yale, Dieter and I performed
in collaboration with Edward Hinds, Luigi Moi, and our
students an experiment demonstrating the inhibition of spon-
taneous emission of an atom propagating between two mir-
rors separated by less than half the wavelength of the emitting
transition (Jhe et al., 1987). This experiment, performed in
1986, was part of the thesis work of Won Jhe, a bright Korean
student who has since become a professor in Seoul. It was a

transposition to the optical domain of Kleppner’s earlier
experiment made in the microwave domain with Rydberg
atoms (Hulet, Hilfer, and Kleppner, 1985). During the same
period, my ENS group in Paris contributed to the micromaser
studies by realizing, in 1987, a two-photon Rydberg atom
maser operating with a closed cylindrical cavity, in which the
light quanta were emitted by pairs (Brune et al., 1987) [a
related two-photon laser had been realized a few years earlier
(Nikolaus, Zangh, and Toscheck, 1981)]. The two-photon
Rydberg maser was the Ph.D. subject of Michel Brune, an

outstanding student whom wewere lucky to keep in our group
as a colleague since then.

At the time of these experiments, witnessing the successes

of the Munich group, we were worried that our open cavity

mirrors were leading us into a dead end. We were reluctant
though to adopt definitively the closed cavity solution, be-
cause it had a serious problem for the experiments which we
were planning: atoms had to enter and exit through small
holes, passing near metallic surfaces producing stray electric
fields. This proximity with metals was strongly perturbing
the very sensitive Rydberg atoms, especially when they
were prepared in superposition of states. The phase of the
superposition was strongly affected by the stray fields, mak-
ing it impossible to manipulate easily the atomic and field
quantum states. The alternative solution was to stick to open
cavity structures, in which atoms avoided to pass close to
metallic surfaces, but we had then to solve the surface
smoothness issue. It took us about 20 years to be able to
solve this problem progressively and to realize the photon
control and manipulation experiments which have been rec-
ognized by the Nobel prize. In order to describe them, I will
abandon the historical approach and adopt a more didactic
point of view. A presentation of the early developments in
cavity QED can be found in a Physics Today article that I
coauthored with Daniel Kleppner in 1989 (Haroche and
Kleppner, 1989).

III. COUNTING PHOTONS WITHOUT DESTROYING

THEM: A NEW PHOTON BOX AND CIRCULAR

RYDBERG ATOMS

Our ambition, back at the end of the 1980s, became to
generate photons in a high-Q cavity and to observe and
manipulate these photons without destroying them. To
achieve this feat, we had to overcome a difficulty: usually
the detection of light belongs to the ‘‘postmortem’’ kind of
procedure alluded to by Schrödinger in the quotation recalled
in the first section of this Lecture. When you see light, the
photons which strike your eye, your camera, or your photo-
detector are converted by the photoelectric effect into an
electron, or some kind of electric current and the photon is
destroyed in the process. The situation is not essentially
different from the brute force collisions occurring in a cloud
chamber or an accelerator of particles. Seeing light amounts
to collecting the debris of the photons colliding with a photo-
sensitive surface. If you detect a click into your photon
counter, the photon is no longer there and replaced by the
vacuum, zero photon instead of one!

What we were looking for instead was a process by which a
click into our nondestructive detector would leave the photon
intact afterward, allowing the measurement to be repeated
again and again, on the same photon. The idea of such a
quantum nondemolition (QND) measurement for the electro-
magnetic field energy had been proposed by V. Braginsky and
colleagues in the 1970s (Braginsky et al., 1977; Braginsky
and Vyatchanin, 1981; Braginsky and Khalili, 1996) In order
to adapt the method to the counting of light quanta, a special
kind of atomic detector was required, which was transparent
to radiation, but still sensitive enough to register an imprint of
a single photon. And we needed also a very good photon box,
an open structure keeping the photons for a very long time,
enabling us to repeat again and again the measurement with
successive atoms crossing the box one by one. This brought
us back to the Einstein-Bohr photon box, but in a radically
new context.

FIG. 7. Sketch of the Munich micromaser: atoms excited by a

laser into a Rydberg state (arrow at left) cross one by one a

cylindrical superconducting cavity, before being detected by field

ionization (at right).
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The box we came up with is not like the one drawn by Bohr
85 years ago, but, interestingly enough, it is indeed coupled to
a clock, a very special clock in fact, as described below. The
solution to the cavity defects which had plagued us in the
1980s was found by successive improvements. We first suc-
ceeded to reach photon lifetimes in the several hundred
microsecond to a millisecond range by surrounding the
niobium mirrors with an aluminum ring which reflected the
field scattered on mirror imperfections back into the cavity
mode. But the real breakthrough came from a collaboration
with scientists of the Center of Atomic Energy (CEA) in
Saclay. They worked on superconducting cavities for particle
accelerator experiments and were experts in the art of design-
ing high-Q microwave resonators, albeit at smaller frequen-
cies than the ones (around 50 GHz) that we were using. With
their help, we finally realized mirrors out of copper, which
can be machined with high precision, reducing the surface
roughness to a few nanometers and we sputtered a thin layer
of superconducting niobium on top of them. By combining in
this way a precise geometry with a high electric conductivity,
we obtained mirrors with quasispherical surfaces, whose
quality steadily improved as we refined our procedures,
without any longer requiring an aluminum ring around the
mirrors. We finally reached a lifetime of 130 ms in 2006 (Kuhr
et al., 2007) with a fully open cavity structure (Fig. 8). Photons
travel between these mirrors over about 40.000 km on a folded
trajectory and survive long enough for thousand of atoms,
crossing the cavity one by one, to interact with them.

In order to probe the photons, we send across the cavity a
special kind of Rydberg atoms, called ‘‘circular,’’ in which
the outer electron orbits on a circle of large diameter,
about 1000 times bigger than an ordinary ground state
atom. These excited rubidium atoms are prepared with
lasers and radio-frequency excitation, using a modified ver-
sion (Nussenzveig et al., 1993) of a procedure invented
by Daniel Kleppner and Randy Hulet at MIT in 1983

(Hulet and Kleppner, 1983). According to quantum theory,

the orbiting Rydberg electron is also a wave, which has a

de Broglie wavelength and the condition of a stable orbit is

that there is an integer number of these wavelengths along the

circumference. This number, called the principal quantum

number of the Rydberg atom, is equal to 51 or 50 in our

experiments (these Rydberg states are called, respectively,

e and g in the following). The advantage of these circular

Rydberg states of maximal angular momentum over the states

of small angular momentum employed in our earlier experi-

ments is their very long natural lifetime, of the order of 30 ms

for the states with principal quantum number 50 or 51. This

lifetime, of the same order of magnitude as the photon life-

time in our cavity, allows us to neglect in first approximation

the atomic decay processes during the interaction time be-

tween the atoms and the cavity field.
In the e and g Rydberg states, the circulating de Broglie

wave has a uniform amplitude, resulting in an electron charge

density centered at the atomic nucleus, yielding a zero elec-

tric atomic dipole [see Fig. 9(a)]. In order to prepare an

electric dipole, a pulse of resonant microwave can be applied

to the atom, bringing it in a superposition of the two adjacent

e and g states, with, respectively, 51 and 50 nodes in their

wave function. This superposition of states can be referred to

as a ‘‘Schrödinger cat’’ because it implies an atom at the same

time in two levels, reminding us of the famous cat that

Schrödinger imagined suspended between life and death. A

better name would be a ‘‘Schrödinger kitten,’’ because it is

made of a single atom and thus very small. The two de Broglie

waves making up this ‘‘kitten’’ interfere constructively at one

end of the orbit and destructively at the other end, resulting in

a net electric dipole, rotating in the orbit plane at 51 GHz [see

Fig. 9(b)]. This dipole behaves as a rotating antenna ex-

tremely sensitive to microwave radiation. It can also be

described as the rotating hand of a clock, ticking at 51 GHz.
When microwave radiation, nonresonant with the transition

between the two states e and g, impinges on the atom, it cannot

absorb it and hence the photons remain intact, ensuring the

nondemolition character essential to our experiments.

However, the effect of this nonresonant light is to shift slightly

the atomic energy levels and hence to alter the rotating

frequency of the atomic dipole, our clock hand. This

light shift effect had been discovered in 1961 by Claude

Cohen-Tannoudji in his seminal optical pumping studies

FIG. 8 (color). The ENS photon box (photograph by Michel

Brune). The mirrors have a diameter of 5 cm and are 2.7 cm apart

(for a clear view, they are more separated in this picture than in the

actual experimental setup).

FIG. 9 (color). Circular Rydberg atom electron waves: (a) In an

energy eigenstate, the de Broglie electron wave has a uniform

amplitude around the circular orbit, resulting in a zero electric

dipole; and (b) in a superposition of adjacent circular Rydberg

states, the de Broglie waves interfere positively on one side of the

orbit and destructively on the other side, yielding a net electric

dipole which rotates in the orbit plane.
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(Cohen-Tannoudji, 1962a, 1962b). Light shifts are propor-

tional to the field energy, i.e., to the photon number. Being
inversely proportional to the atom-cavity field detuning, they

can be maximized by tuning the cavity close enough to

resonance (typically 100 kHz away from the atomic transition

frequency in our experiments) but far enough to avoid any

photon absorption or emission process. In the case of Rydberg

atoms, the effect per photon is then very large, resulting in a
phase shift of the atomic dipole after the atom leaves the cavity

which can reach the value of 180�, the dipole jumping in two

opposite directions when the photon number changes by one

unit. Measuring this phase shift amounts to counting the

photon number without destroying the light quanta. Let us

note that these light shifts play an essential role in other atomic

physics and quantum optics experiments. They are at the heart
of the methods used to trap and cool atoms in laser light,

which were recognized by the Nobel Prize awarded to Claude

Cohen-Tannoudji, William Phillips, and Steven Chu in 1997

(Chu, 1998; Cohen-Tannoudji, 1998; Phillips, 1998).
In order to measure these shifts, we followed a proposal that

we made in 1990 (Brune et al., 1990). We built an atomic
interferometer around our photon storing cavity (Fig. 10). The

atoms, prepared in the circular state e in the box O, cross the

cavityC one by one before being detected by field ionization in

D. Essential to the experiment, two auxiliarymicrowave zones

R1 and R2 are sandwiching the cavity C. In the first one, the

atoms are prepared in the state superposition of e and g, a

Schrödinger kitten state. This procedure amounts to starting a

stopwatch, giving to the atomic dipole, i.e., to the clock hand,
its initial direction. The atomic dipole then rotates as the atom

crosses the cavity, until a second microwave flash, applied in

R2, is used to detect the direction of the atomic dipole at cavity

exit, thus measuring the phase accumulation of the clock.
The combination of the two separated microwave resona-

tors R1 and R2 is known as a Ramsey interferometer. The

device had been invented in 1949 by Norman Ramsey
(Ramsey, 1949) (who was to become later the Ph.D. advisor

of Daniel Kleppner and David Wineland). The method of

separated field pulses is now used in all atomic clocks work-

ing on a hyperfine microwave transition between two atomic

levels. The excitation by the two successive pulses induces a

sinusoidal variation of the transition probability when the
microwave frequency is scanned around resonance. This so-

called ‘‘Ramsey fringe’’ signal is used to lock the microwave

frequency to the atomic transition. In our experiment, the

Ramsey interferometer is counting photons by detecting the

perturbing effect they produce on the fringes of a special

atomic clock, made of microwave sensitive Rydberg atoms
(Haroche, Brune, and Raimond, 2013). If the phase shift per

photon is set to 180�, the Ramsey fringes are offset by half a

period when the number of photons changes by one. The

interferometer is set at a fringe maximum for finding the atom

in e if there is one photon in the cavity. The second pulse then
transforms the state superposition of the atom exiting the

FIG. 10 (color). The cavity QED Ramsey interferometer setup. The insets show sketches of the circular atom in an energy eigenstate (left)

and in a superposition state after interaction with the microwave pulse in R1 (right). From Haroche, Brune, and Raimond, 2013.

FIG. 11 (color). QND detection of a single photon: the sequence of single atom events (upper trace) detects the sudden change of the photon

number (lower trace), revealing the birth, life, and death of a single light quantum. Photon lifetimes are random, with an average equal to the

cavity field damping time of 130 ms. The photon shown here had an exceptionally long lifetime of about 500 ms. From Gleyzes et al., 2007.
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cavity C either in state e (if there is one photon) or in state g
(if there is zero photon), this state being finally detected by

the field ionization detector. The final atomic state g or e is

thus correlated to the photon number, 0 or 1.
Figure 11 shows the detection events (g and e, respec-

tively, represented by blue and red bars) as atoms cross a

cavity cooled at 0.8 K, which, according to Planck’s law,

contains either the vacuum (95% of the time) or one photon

(5% of the time) (Gleyzes et al., 2007). One clearly sees

when a photon pops inside the cavity, stays for a while, and

then disappears. Because of noise and imperfections, the

correlation between the photon number and the atomic

signal is not perfect, but a simple majority test allows us

to reconstruct without ambiguity the evolution of the photon

number (lower trace in the figure). The sudden change of the

photon number is a quantum jump, a phenomenon predicted

long ago by quantum theory and observed in the 1980s in

trapped ions, as described by David Wineland in his lecture.

It is here observed for the first time for light quanta. The

figure also shows that hundreds of atoms see the same

photon between two quantum jumps, which demonstrates

that our detection method is QND for the field. Note that

these field oscillator jumps bear a strong similarity to the

quantum jumps between the cyclotron oscillator states of a

single electron, which were also monitored by a QND

procedure (Peil and Gabrielse, 1999).
Our photon counting method can be extended to count

larger numbers of light quanta (Guerlin et al., 2007). We start

by injecting inside the cavity a small coherent field, super-

position of photon number states comprised between 0 and 7.

This field is produced by scattering on the edges of the cavity

mirrors a microwave pulse radiated by a classical source. This

leads to the capture of a few photons which survive between

the mirrors long after the source has been switched off. We

then just need to send a sequence of atoms across the cavity,

each carrying away a bit of information about the field. The

phase shift per photon is optimally adjusted to a value such

that different photon numbers correspond to well-separated

atomic dipole directions at the cavity exit. At the start of

the experiment, we have no idea about the photon number and

we assume a flat probability distribution, as shown by the

histogram on the left of Figs. 12(a) and 12(b), giving equal

weights to the probability of having from 0 to 7 photons in the

cavity. As successive atoms provide information, our knowl-

edge about the field evolves until finally a single photon

number is pinned down [the single peaked histograms on

the right of Figs. 12(a) and 12(b) correspond to n ¼ 5 and 7

photons, respectively].
The evolution of the inferred probability distribution is

obtained by a Baysian argument developed in detail by

Haroche and Raimond (2006): each atom’s measurement

provides information about the atomic dipole direction and

allows us to update our knowledge of the photon number

distribution. This experiment shows, so to speak, in real time,

the measurement-induced ‘‘wave function collapse’’ which

appears here as a progressive process transforming a flat

histogram into a single peak. The field, initially in a super-

position of different photon number, is projected by the mere

acquisition of information into a photon number state, a so-

called Fock state of well-defined energy. The process is

random, as shown by the two realizations of Figs. 12(a) and

12(b) which have produced different results. The statistics of

a large number of measurements reconstructs the photon

probability distribution of the initial state (Fig. 13). It obeys

FIG. 12 (color). Progressive field state collapse induced by QND photon counting: (a) Evolution of the inferred photon number probability

distribution as the number of detected atoms increases, in a realization of the experiment leading to the Fock state n ¼ 5; (b) evolution of the

same distribution in a realization leading to n ¼ 7. From Guerlin et al., 2007.

FIG. 13 (color). Photon number distribution of a coherent

state with an average number of 3.4 photons reconstructed by

statistical analysis of 3000 QND measurement sequences. From

Guerlin et al., 2007.
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a Poisson law, as expected for a coherent state produced by a
classical source of radiation (Glauber, 1963).

Once a photon number has been pinned down, its ensuing
evolution can be observed by continuing the measurement
with subsequent atoms on the same realization of the experi-
ment. We then observe the succession of quantum jumps
leading the field inexorably back to vacuum, due to photon
losses in the cavity walls (Guerlin et al., 2007). Figure 14
shows the trajectories followed by fields containing initially
different numbers of photons. A statistical analysis of these
trajectories has allowed us to measure the Fock state life-
times. Fluctuating randomly from one preparation to the next,
the lifetime of the n-photon number state is distributed accord-
ing to an exponential probability law with the time constant
Tc=n, where Tc is the cavity field energy damping time
(Brune et al., 2008). The 1=n variation of this lifetime is a
manifestation of the increasing fragility of these nonclassical
states of radiation when their energy increases. They share
this feature with Schrödinger cat states of light (see below).

IV. QUANTUM FEEDBACK

The ability to measure a quantum system without destroy-
ing it opens the possibility to react back on it and to drive it
deterministically toward a desired state. Soon after achieving
our QND photon counting experiments, we proposed with
Pierre Rouchon from the Ecole des Mines (Paris) and his
students to implement this quantum feedback strategy to
‘‘tame’’ a quantum field, preparing and maintaining it in a
predetermined Fock state for an indefinite time (Dotsenko
et al., 2009). We then realized two versions of this experiment
(Sayrin et al., 2011; Zhou et al., 2012). The Ramsey inter-
ferometer, acting as a QND photon counter, is used as a
sensor providing information to a computer which estimates

in real time the field state and decides how to react back on it

in order to steer it toward the photon number ‘‘target’’ state.
Once this state has been reached, the procedure monitors the

quantum jumps and immediately corrects their effects by
bringing back the system into the target state. The method

is analogous to juggling. The juggler looks at the balls which
he wants to keep on an ideal trajectory. His eyes are the

sensors and the visual information, processed by his brain, is
used to determine the correcting actions of his hands, the

actuators. In the quantum version, the classical balls are
replaced by photons bouncing between the mirrors. The

quantum eye is the Ramsey interferometer, giving informa-
tion on the state of the field to the computer ‘‘brain’’ which

controls the experiment.
The quantum juggler faces a challenge, absent in the

classical game. While looking at balls has no effect on
them, the mere fact of observing the photons has an unavoid-

able backaction, as required by the projection postulate of
quantum physics. This backaction is random, since its effect

depends upon the unpredictable outcome of measurements.
Once an atom has been detected though, the backaction on the

field state is determined by projecting the field state according
to the atomic measurement result. The computer can thus

update the field state in real time, based on the results of
successive measurements. At each step, it evaluates a distance

between the actual state and the desired one, and it computes
an adapted response to minimize this distance. As in classical

feedback, the procedure is implemented in loops involving a
succession of detection and corrections, until the target state

is reached. It is then carried on to detect quantum jumps and
correct for their effect.

What is the ‘‘hand’’ of this juggling game? In one version

of the experiment (Sayrin et al., 2011), it is a microwave
source used to periodically inject small microwave fields in C

FIG. 14 (color). Field quantum jumps recorded by QND photon counting: (a) Evolution of the photon number following field collapse into

n ¼ 5 (left) and n ¼ 7 (right). The zoom in the inset shows that, in order to record a quantum jump, the measurement requires the detection of

several atoms, over a few millisecond time interval. (b) Four random photon number ‘‘trajectories’’ following field collapse into n ¼ 4. The
different recordings illustrate the fluctuating nature of the field decay process. The trace at right exhibits an upward jump due to the transient

appearance of a thermal photon in the cavity (cooled at 0.8 K). From Guerlin et al., 2007.
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which, depending upon their phase, increase or decrease the
field amplitude. In another version (Zhou et al., 2012), the
actuator is realized by atoms, tuned in exact resonance with
C. They emit (if they enter C in e) or absorb one photon (if
they enter in g). The actuator atoms belong to the same
atomic beam as the sensors. To make them resonant during
the correcting stages of the feedback loop, the detuning
between the atoms and the cavity field is momentarily
canceled and the Ramsey pulses R1 and R2 deactivated.
A feedback loop involves a sample of a few sensor atoms
followed by a few actuators. Quantum feedback signals
corresponding to the stabilization with atomic actuators of
the n ¼ 4 Fock state are shown in Fig. 15. The cavity is
initially in vacuum and the computer orders to send several
emitter atoms to build the field, which stops growing when
the target is reached. Photon jumps occurring at later
times are corrected by emitter atoms. When the correction
overshoots, absorber atoms are used. On average, the photon
number is stabilized, with small residual fluctuations
around the target n value. These experiments open interesting
perspectives for the deterministic preparation and pro-
tection against decoherence of other nonclassical states of
radiation.

V. FIELD STATE RECONSTRUCTION

QND measurements, repeated on many realizations of the
same field, have allowed us to reconstruct its photon number
distribution PðnÞ, which, for a coherent field, is a Poisson
function centered around its mean photon number value hni
(see Fig. 13). These PðnÞ histograms provide only partial
information about the field. Describing the light intensity and
its fluctuations, they are insensitive to field coherences. In

general, a field state is described by a density matrix �, whose
diagonal elements �nn in the Fock state basis are the PðnÞ
probabilities, and the off-diagonal ones, �nn0 , describe the

field coherence. Expressed in terms of photon numbers, the

PðnÞ probabilities are ‘‘1D’’ objects while the �nn0 coher-

ences are ‘‘2D’’ entities. Reconstructing coherences from the

measurement of photon number probabilities, i.e., ‘‘going

from 1D to 2D’’ in the representation of the field, is analogous

to going from 2D to 3D in photography.
The photon number distribution of a field state is indeed

like a flat photo, obtained by recording the light intensity that

the object has scattered into the lens of a camera. To add an

extra dimension and achieve a full reconstruction, one must

realize a hologram by adding phase information to the one

provided by the intensity recording (Gabor, 1971). In photog-

raphy, this is achieved by interfering the scattered light with a

reference beam—a small fraction reflected off the main laser

beam illuminating the object. The interference pattern re-

corded on the hologram is a Fourier transform of the object.

When illuminated by a laser beam similar to the one which

has produced it, the hologram reproduces the appearance of

the object by inverse Fourier transformation.
Similarly, the full 2D �nn0 information contained in the

quantum state of a field can be reconstructed by mixing this

field with reference fields of various phases and amplitudes

and by reconstructing the photon number distributions of

these interfering fields. This procedure is called quantum

tomography (Smithey, Beck, and Raymer, 1993). In our

cavity QED experiments, the Rydberg atom Ramsey interfer-

ometer is used to perform these state reconstructions

(Deléglise et al., 2008). Identical copies of the field are

prepared, then admixed with reference coherent fields pro-

duced by a classical source. QND photon counting of the

resulting ‘‘mixed fields’’ are then performed. From the data

accumulated on many realizations with reference fields of

different phases and amplitude, enough information is col-

lected to reconstruct �.
To represent the field state, it is convenient to choose,

instead of �, an alternative description. The field state is

formally equivalent to the state of a mechanical oscillator

evolving in a parabolic potential. Its state is represented by a

real Wigner function (Schleich, 2005; Haroche and Raimond,

2006) taking its values in the oscillator phase space (the

coordinates in this space being the position x and momentum

p of the fictitious oscillator, corresponding to ‘‘field quad-

ratures’’). This function, which generalizes for the quantum

field the classical concept of probability distribution in phase

space, contains the same information as �, to which it is

related by Fourier transformation. To keep the holographic

analogy, the Wigner function is to the density matrix what the

hologram is to the direct image of an object. Its interfering

patterns directly reveal the main features of the quantum field.
Figure 16 shows the Wigner functions of two field states

experimentally reconstructed by Ramsey interferometry

(Deléglise et al., 2008). Figure 16(a) shows the Wigner

function of a coherent state with hni ¼ 2:5 photons on aver-

age. It is a Gaussian peak centered at the point in phase space

whose polar coordinates correspond to the amplitude and to

the phase of the field. This positive function, which contains

more information than the photon probability distribution in

FIG. 15 (color). Stabilization by quantum feedback of the n ¼ 4
Fock state. The upper and middle frames show the sequences of

sensor atoms and actuator atom detections (sensor, emitter, and

absorber atoms indicated by green, red, and blue bars, respectively).

The lower frame shows the resulting evolution of the photon number

distribution as estimated by the computer driving the experiment

(probabilities represented by the color code indicated at right).

From Zhou et al., 2012.
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Fig. 13, can be interpreted as a classical probability distribu-
tion in phase space, with uncertainties in x and p reflecting
the photon number and phase fluctuations of the coherent
state. Figure 16(b) presents the experimental Wigner function
of the n ¼ 3 Fock state prepared by QND projective mea-
surement, then reconstructed by our cavity QED-adapted
tomographic procedure. It consists of a set of circular ripples
centered at phase space origin. Its interfering features,
displaying negative values, are distinctive of this field
state ‘‘quantumness.’’ The central symmetry of this Wigner
function reveals that a Fock state has a complete phase
indeterminacy.

VI. SCHRÖDINGER CAT STATES OF LIGHT AND

DECOHERENCE STUDIES

By describing how we count and manipulate photons in a
cavity, I have so far emphasized the ‘‘particle aspect’’ of light.
As recalled above, however, light is also a wave. Which of the
particle or the wave aspect manifests itself depends upon the
kind of experiment which is performed on the field. Let us
describe now experiments in which the wave features of
the field stored in the cavity is essential. This will lead to
the description of photonic Schrödinger cats and to decoher-
ence experiments.

At this stage, it is appropriate to recall Schrödinger’s
thought experiment (Schrödinger, 1935). The Austrian phys-
icist imagined that a large system, a cat for instance, was
coupled to a single atom, initially prepared in an excited state
spontaneously decaying into a ground state by emitting a
photon (or a radioactive particle). This emissionwas triggering
a lethal device killing the cat. After half the lifetime of the
excited state, the atom has evolved into a superposition of two
states, one of which would be associated with the dead cat and
the other to the live cat (Fig. 17). At this point, the atom and the
cat would be entangled and the cat suspended between life and
death. In our version of this experiment, we have a single atom
in a superposition of two states and this atom controls the fate
of a coherent field containing several photons (our Schrödinger
cat) which takes two different phases at once, one that we can
call ‘‘alive’’ and the other ‘‘dead.’’ The way to perform this
experiment was initially proposed in a paper written in 1991

together with our Brazilian colleagues Luiz Davidovich and

Nicim Zagury (Brune et al., 1992). A similar proposal for the

preparation of Schrödinger cat states of light in the optical

domain had been made earlier in another context (Savage,

Braunstein, and Walls, 1990).
Our method employs again the Ramsey interferometer. It

starts with the preparation of a coherent field in the cavity,

whose Wigner function is a Gaussian [Fig. 16(a)]. A single

nonresonant atom is then prepared in a coherent superposition

of two states, an atomic Schrödinger kitten, as I have already

called it. This atom crosses the cavity and each of its two

components shifts the phase of the field in opposite direction

by a simple dispersive index effect. Here again, we take

advantage of the huge coupling of Rydberg atoms to micro-

waves which makes a single atom index large enough to have

a macroscopic effect on the field phase. At the cavity exit, the

atom and the field are entangled, each atomic state being

correlated to a field state with a different phase (the phase

difference being close to 135� in a typical experiment). We

can consider that the field with its Gaussian Wigner distribu-

tion centered at a point in phase space is a meter used to

measure the atom’s energy. After the atom has been exposed

to the second Ramsey pulse and detected, there is no way to

know in which state the atom crossed the cavity and the field

collapses into a Schrödinger cat superposition. In other words,

the atomic Schrödinger kitten has produced a photonic

Schrödinger cat which contains several photons on average.

FIG. 16 (color). Experimental Wigner functions represented in 3D and 2D: (a) coherent state with hni ¼ 2:5; (b) n ¼ 3 Fock state. From

Haroche, Brune, and Raimond, 2013.

FIG. 17 (color). The Schrödinger cat thought experiment. From

‘‘Science et Vie Junior.’’
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By sending subsequent atoms across the cavity and achiev-
ing a tomographic field reconstruction with QND photon
counting, we have been able in 2008 to reconstruct completely
the Schrödinger cat state Wigner function (Deléglise et al.,
2008). Figure 18(a) exhibits clearly the two peaks correspond-
ing to the two classical fields of the superposition. The fringes
between these peaks account for the coherence of the super-
position. The negative values of these fringes is a signature of
the quantumness of the ‘‘cat’’ state. Theory shows that the
coupling of the field to the environment very quickly washes
out the quantum coherence of the cat, leading it into amundane
statistical mixture of states. Wojciech Zurek has played an
important role to elucidate the role of the environment in this
process which occurs faster and faster as the ‘‘size’’ of the cat,
measured by the square of the distance of its components in
phase space, is increased (Zurek, 1991). For a given phase
difference between the Gaussian components, this size is
proportional to the cat’s mean photon number.

We have studied this decoherence phenomenon by
reconstructing the field Wigner function at various times
(Deléglise et al., 2008). Figures 18(b) and 18(c), which
represent snapshots of the Wigner function taken at increas-
ing times after the Schrödinger cat state preparation, show
decoherence in action. Within a time much shorter than the
energy damping time of 130 ms, the interfering features of the
cat state are indeed suppressed, leaving the Wigner function
as a sum of two quasi-Gaussian peaks. We have checked
that decoherence occurs at a rate proportional to the size of
the cat. It is important to stress that these Schrödinger
cat state recordings, as all field state reconstructions, are
obtained from analyzing many realizations of the experiment
and performing complex statistical analysis of the data
(Deléglise et al., 2008). Acquiring knowledge about a quan-
tum state always requires such a statistical procedure and
these experiments rely on the fact that we can prepare an
arbitrary number of copies of the state to be reconstructed and
follow the subsequent evolution of all these copies.

An earlier version of this experiment had been performed
in 1996, with a cavity having a much shorter damping time, in
100 �s range (Brune, Hagley et al., 1996). Since it was not
possible to send a sequence of measuring atoms across
the cavity before its field had decayed, the experiment
relied on the information provided by a single probe atom
following the atom which had prepared the cat state. Instead
of reconstructing the whole Wigner function, we used
this single probe atom to get information about the Wigner

function at phase space origin, where its value is very sensi-
tive to the cat’s coherence. Comparing the detection signal of
the first atom which prepared the cat and that of the second
which probed its coherence provided a two-atom correlation
signal whose decay as a function of the delay between the two
atoms measured the loss of quantum coherence of the cat
versus time. Figure 19 shows this decay, for two cat states
with different separations between their two components (as
shown in the insets). The shortening of the decoherence time
as the separation is increased was clearly demonstrated.

We have also prepared Schrödinger cat states of radiation
by resonant atom-field interaction (Auffeves et al., 2003;
Meunier et al., 2005). Letting a coherent field evolve under
its coupling with a Rydberg atom at resonance turns the atom-
field system, after some time, into an entangled atom-field
state superposition involving two coherent fields with oppo-
site phases. The two components of this cat merge together
at a later time. This effect of field phase splitting and
recombination is related to the collapse and revival of the
Rabi oscillation phenomenon (Eberly, Narozhny, and

FIG. 18 (color). Schrödinger cat and decoherence: (a) Reconstruction of the Wigner function of a cat state with n ¼ 3:5 photons on average,
a short time (1.3 ms) after its preparation by a single atom crossing the cavity. (b), (c) The same cat state after 4.3 and 16 ms: the vanishing of

the fringe interfering features is a manifestation of decoherence. From Haroche, Brune, and Raimond, 2013.

FIG. 19. Observation of decoherence in a two-atom experiment.

The correlation signal is plotted vs the delay � between the atom

preparing the ‘‘cat state’’ and the atom probing its coherence. This

delay is measured in units of the cavity damping time Tc (equal to

160 �s in this experiment). The points are experimental and the

curves are theoretical. The two curves correspond to cat states with

different separations between their components (as shown in the

insets schematically representing their Gaussian components as

circles). From Brune, Hagley et al., 1996.
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Sanchez-Mondragon, 1980). The Schrödinger cat experi-
ments in cavity QED illustrate the fragility of quantum
coherences in systems made of increasing numbers of parti-
cles. They give us a glimpse at the boundary between the
quantum world, where state superpositions are ubiquitous,
and the classical one, where systems behave in a mundane
classical way. A detailed study of the cavity QED
Schrödinger cats along with a review of proposals for the
generation of various Schrödinger cats in quantum optics can
be found in the book Exploring the Quantum: Atoms, Cavities
and Photons (Haroche and Raimond, 2006). This book
presents also a detailed analysis of the decoherence of these
cat states.

VII. QUANTUM INFORMATION IN CAVITY QED

The ENS photon trap and NIST ion-trap experiments are
representative of a very broad field of experimental physics.
The nondestructive control and manipulation of single quan-
tum particles now performed in many laboratories around the
world is strongly motivated by the prospect of exploiting
these systems in order to develop new ways to process
quantum information. This domain of research became very
active in the mid 1990s, at the time we were building our
photon box experiment, with the nondestructive photon
counting and manipulation of light as our main goal.
Feynman’s reflections about quantum simulators (Feynman,
1985) and the propositions of cryptographic key distributions
based on quantum laws (Bennett and Brassard, 1984; Ekert,
1991) date back to the 1980s and early 1990s but they did not
have any resonance at that time on our work at ENS. Things
changed with the proposal of quantum computers working
with qubits made of atomic or light particles (Ekert and Josza,
1996; Nielsen and Chuang, 2000) and with the discovery of
quantum algorithms which found an obvious use for such
computers (Deutsch and Josza, 1992; Shor, 1994).

These ideas matured when our cavity QED setup became
operational to test them, i.e., when the photon damping time
in our open cavity reached a value (a couple hundred micro-
seconds) exceeding the atom-cavity interaction time (about
20 �s). The convergence between these theoretical ideas and
our experiments became then very fruitful. It was also around
that time that we became influenced by the theoretical studies
on decoherence (Zurek, 1991; Giulini et al., 1996) and the
possibility to check them with simple experiments became for
us a strong incentive. A review of the experimental methods
we developed then to test basic steps of quantum information
can be found in Raimond, Brune, and Haroche (2001).

While the QND photon counting and the Schrödinger cat
state experiments described above are based on the dispersive
nonresonant interaction of atoms with the cavity field, our
cavity QED quantum information experiments have mostly
exploited resonant atom-cavity field interactions. The basic
phenomenon is then the Rabi oscillation, alluded to in
the introduction of this Lecture. Figure 20 shows an experi-
mental recording of the probability for finding the atom in its
initial level e as a function of its interaction time t with the
cavity initially in vacuum. This signal, observed in 1996
(Brune, Schmidt-Kaler et al., 1996), exhibits a damped os-
cillation at the vacuum Rabi frequency �0=2� ¼ 50 kHz

(the damping being due to various experimental imperfec-
tions). This oscillation is the direct manifestation of
the strong coupling regime of cavity QED, whose observa-
tion had been our goal since the early 1980s. We reached it
first in 1987 with the closed cylindrical cavity which we used
for our two-photon Rydberg maser (Brune et al., 1987), then
again in 1996 with our first open cavity able to keep a photon
for a time longer than the atomic transit time across it.

It is only with this open cavity structure that we could
easily vary the atom-cavity interaction time and thus directly
record the Rabi oscillation. The method we use for this is to

apply between the cavity mirrors an electric field which
modifies by Stark effect the energies of the circular
Rydberg states e and g. This allows us to tune the atomic
transition in and out of resonance at a determined time. The
atoms are prepared in the circular state by a pulsed process
which also fixes their velocity, so that we know when they
enter the cavity and can decide when the Stark pulse must be
applied to fix the atom-cavity coupling time (Raimond,
Brune, and Haroche, 2001). Our quantum information experi-
ments, performed in a setup similar to the one sketched in
Fig. 10, were based on the exploitation of the Rabi oscillation
in the main cavity C, combined with classical microwave
pulses produced in the auxiliary cavities R1 and R2. These

experiments took thus advantage in various ways of the
versatile properties of the Ramsey interferometer setup.

Quantum information experiments manipulate two-level

systems called qubits. In our case, these qubits are either
atoms crossing the cavity while evolving between two
Rydberg states or the cavity field oscillating between the
two states j0i and j1i containing 0 and 1 photon. The coupling
between the qubits is based on the realization of Rabi oscil-
lation pulses of various durations. The auxiliary cavities R1

and R2 sandwiching the photon storing cavity C are used to
prepare and analyze the state of the atomic qubit, before or
after their interaction with the cavity field.

FIG. 20. Vacuum Rabi oscillation representing the probability for

finding the atom in its initial state e after interacting during time t
with the cavity initially in vacuum and resonant on the e ! g
transition. Points are experimental and the curve is a fit to a damped

sinusoid. The three arrows mark the times corresponding to the �=2,
�, and 2�-Rabi pulses.
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When the atom-field interaction time is set so that �0t ¼
�=2, the Rabi oscillation maximally entangles the atom with

the cavity field, realizing the transformation je; 0i ! ðje0i þ
jg; 1iÞ= ffiffiffi

2
p

. For �0t ¼ �, the atom and the field exchange a

quantum of excitation, realizing the transformations je; 0i !
jg; 1i and jg; 1i ! �je; 0i. Another useful Rabi pulse corre-

sponds to �0t ¼ 2�. It has the effect to induce a �-phase
shift of the atomþ field state, realizing the transformations
je; 0i ! �je; 0i, and jg; 1i ! �jg; 1i, while the atom in state

jgi crossing under the same conditions the cavity in vacuum

is not affected: jg; 0i ! jg; 0i.
In order to maximally entangle two atoms, the first being

prepared in state e and the second in state g, we have sent

them successively in a cavity initially in vacuum, realizing a

�=2-Rabi pulse on the first atom and a �-Rabi pulse on the

second (Hagley et al., 1997). The first pulse entangles the first

atom with the cavity field, while the second exchanges the

second atom and the cavity field excitations, finally leading to

the two-atom entangled state ðje;g>�jg;eiÞ= ffiffiffi

2
p

. The cavity

field, transiently entangled with the first atom, ends in its

initial vacuum state, playing thus the role of a catalyst for the

deterministic entanglement of the two atoms.
We have also realized a quantum memory, storing in the

cavity the information initially carried by a first atom before
copying it onto a second atom (Maı̂tre et al., 1997). The first

atom prepared in a superposition state ajei þ bjgi in R1

undergoes a �-Rabi pulse in the initially empty cavity,

preparing its field in the state aj1i þ bj0i. A second atom

initially in jgi then undergoes a �-Rabi pulse in this field,

exiting the cavity in the state �ajei þ bjgi which, within a

phase shift, is identical to the initial state of the first atom.

Applying to the second atom a classical microwave pulse in

R2 before detecting it allows us to analyze its final state,

checking that the state superposition has been copied from the

first atom to the second.
We have also demonstrated the operation of a quantum

gate (Rauschenbeutel et al., 1999), an elementary device

coupling a control and a target qubit in such a way that the

target undergoes a unitary transformation if the control is in

one state and remains unchanged if the control is in the other

state (in all cases, the control state does not change). For this

experiment, three circular atomic Rydberg states were rele-

vant: the levels e and g with principal quantum numbers 51

and 50 (the transition between these states being resonant

with the cavity mode) and a third circular Rydberg state with

principal quantum number 49, called i in the following. The
transition g to i being far off resonant with the cavity, the

atom in state i was totally insensitive to the presence of

photons in the cavity. The control qubit was then the cavity

field in state 0 or 1 while the target qubit was a Rydberg atom

evolving between the two states g and i.
The interaction time between the atom and the cavity field

was set to achieve a 2�-Rabi pulse in vacuum for an atom

evolving between states e and g. The coupling between the

photon and atomic qubit then realized the mapping ji; 0i !
ji; 0i, jg; 0i ! jg; 0i, ji; 1i ! ji; 1i, and jg; 1i ! �jg; 1i.
This is the ‘‘truth table’’ of a ‘‘phase’’ gate inducing a condi-

tional �-phase shift onto the target qubit, if and only if the

control is in the state 1. By applying to the target atomic qubit

two pulses in R1 and in R2, equivalent to the so-called

Hadamard one qubit gates, this ‘‘phase gate’’ was trans-
formed into a ‘‘control-not’’ gate leaving the target state
unchanged if the control was in state 0 and switching the
two target states if the control was in state 1. Such a gate was
operating as a 0� 1 photon QND counter since the final state
of the atom crossing the cavity (i or g) was determined by the
photon number in it (0 or 1), which remained unchanged in
the measurement process. This experiment realized in 1999
(Nogues et al., 1999) was a precursor of our later QND
experiment (Gleyzes et al., 2007). It could not count photon
numbers above 1 and could not repeat many times the
counting procedure before the field decayed in the cavity.

The use of Rabi pulses of controlled duration acting on
atoms crossing the cavity one by one can be described as a
kind of deterministic quantum ‘‘knitting’’ procedure. By
extending this procedure to three atoms, we have been able
to prepare a triplet of entangled particles, a so-called
GHZ state (Rauschenbeutel et al., 2000). The preparation
involves a �=2-Rabi pulse applied on a first atom, realizing
an entangled first atom-cavity state, as described above.
The state of the field is then read by applying a 2�-Rabi
pulse on a second atom, realizing a QND counting of the
photon number of the field left by the first atom in the cavity.
The state of the two atoms and the field then becomes

ðje; 0; ii þ jg; 1; giÞ= ffiffiffi

2
p

. A third atom, initially in g, then
crosses the cavity and undergoes a � pulse, thus copying
the state of the field and bringing back the cavity in vacuum.

The final three atom state is then ðje; i; gi þ jg; g; eiÞ= ffiffiffi

2
p

where the three symbols refer, in that order, to the three
atoms having successively crossed the cavity.

In another entanglement experiment, we have tested the
principle of complementarity by studying how the fringes of
an atomic Ramsey interferometer vanish when information
about the atomic path in the interferometer is stored in the field
mixing the atomic levels (Bertet et al., 2001). Using again our
Ramsey-cavity QED setup, we have also demonstrated how
to exploit a cavity-assisted collision to entangle two atoms
crossing simultaneously the field mode (Osnaghi et al. (2001)
and how to entangle two field modes via their resonant
interaction with a single atom (Rauschenbeutel et al.,
2001). We have also shown how to exploit the dispersive
interaction of atoms with the cavity field to detect atoms
nondestructively by the phase shift they produce on a small
coherent field (Maioli et al., 2005). All these experiments are
described in detail in Haroche and Raimond (2006).

VIII. PERSPECTIVES FOR THE ENS WORK

In the course of our cavity QED studies we have learned
how to measure quantum fields nondestructively, how to
prepare and reconstruct various nonclassical states of radia-
tion, and how to exploit the coupling of these fields to
Rydberg atoms in order to demonstrate steps of quantum
information procedures. We are presently developing these
studies along several directions under a senior investigator
grant obtained in 2009 from the European Research Council
(ERC). The aim of this project is to push further the quantum-
classical boundary by preparing nonclassical Fock and
Schrödinger cat states of light containing larger numbers of
photons, by studying the nonlocal properties of entangled
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fields stored in two cavities, and by investigating ways to
protect efficiently nonclassical fields against decoherence.

Another line of research will consist of tailoring the
Hamiltonian ruling the field evolution by exploiting the
quantum Zeno effect. We have already demonstrated that it
is possible to freeze the growth of a coherent field in
the cavity by repetitive measurements of the field photon
number (Bernu et al., 2008). With Italian colleagues, S.
Pascazio and P. Facchi, we propose a generalization of this
experiment in which we would use a repetitive QND proce-
dure to find out whether the field contains a preset photon
number n0 in the cavity. By performing this measurement, we
would prevent the field from reaching this number and force it
to evolve in the subspaces spanned by Fock states with either
n < n0 or n > n0. Restricting the evolution in this way would
result in novel methods to generate photonic Schrödinger cats
and more generally in new procedures to prepare and control
arbitrary superpositions of coherent states in the cavity
(Raimond et al., 2010, 2012). For these and other experi-
ments, we need a setup in which atoms interact with the
cavity field for times extending in the millisecond time range.
An atomic-fountain setup in which slow atoms will cross the
cavity at velocities of the order of a few meters per second is
in preparation in order to achieve this condition. The atoms,
cooled in a magneto-optical trap (Cohen-Tannoudji, 1998),
will be pushed upward by a laser kick and sent in a super-
conducting cavity located above the trap at the turning point
of the atomic parabolic trajectory. The slow atoms will be
prepared into circular states and detected by field ionization
inside the cavity.

IX. RELATION TO OTHER DOMAINS IN QUANTUM

INFORMATION SCIENCE

Our Rydberg atom-microwave superconducting cavity ex-
periments are related to other experimental studies exploring,
in different contexts, the atom-photon interaction in struc-
tures confining the electromagnetic field. Optical cavity QED
has developed in parallel with microwave cavity QED and has
reached the strong coupling regime in 1992 (Thompson,
Rempe, and Kimble, 1992). In this very active domain of
research, many experiments have been realized over the last
20 years to test quantum properties of light or to demonstrate
basic operations in quantum information processing. These
experiments often involve the interaction of cold atoms with
optical photons and are exploiting the techniques of laser
cooling and trapping of atoms in conventional or chip-based
devices. They use various cavity designs including high
finesse Fabry-Perot, microsphere, or microtorroidal structures
sustaining whispering gallery modes. The diversity of studies
is so large that giving extensive reference to specific works is
beyond the scope of this lecture. A review of the early
research in this domain can be found in Mabuchi and
Doherty (2002) and a more recent description of the field is
given in Rempe (2009). Other developments in solid state
physics must be mentioned. There atoms are replaced by
quantum dots embedded in Bragg layers or in photonic
band gap materials confining the photons (Reithmaier,
2008). Many interesting cavity QED effects have been ob-
served with these systems. Strong coupling of light emitters

with microcavity structures has been developed to achieve
operations useful for quantum communication and quantum
information processing purposes. Here again, I will not at-
tempt to give more references to specific works.

A special mention should be made to the field of circuit
QED (Schoelkopf and Girvin, 2008) because of its close
connection with our microwave cavity QED work. In this
field which has undergone a very fast and spectacular devel-
opment lately, atoms are replaced by small superconducting
circuits with Josephson junctions which behave as two-level

artificial atoms coupled to strip line, coplanar structures or
three-dimensional closed cavities sustaining radio-frequency
fields. The coupling between the artificial atoms and the field
obeys the same Jaynes-Cummings Hamiltonian as our
Rydberg atom-superconducting cavity system (Fink et al.,
2008). Many groups in the world are working in this new field
and experiments very similar to the ones performed at ENS
have been made with these devices, including the generation
and study of Fock (Schuster et al., 2007; Hofheinz et al.,
2008) and photonic Schrödinger cat states (Hofheinz et al.,
2009; Kirchmair et al., 2013). The very strong coupling
of the giant artificial Josephson atoms to radio frequencies
leads to a faster dynamics than that of the Rydberg atom-

superconducting cavity coupling. Quantum processing opera-
tions with these systems occur at the nanosecond time scale,
instead of the microsecond time scale of the Rydberg atom
experiments. These circuits can be produced by well-
established lithographic methods which makes them promis-
ing for scalable quantum information applications, provided
their decoherence could be better controlled.

The ion trappers, as the photon ones, also form a wide
community. DavidWineland, in his Lecture, mentions experi-
ments carried on by many teams around the world with ions in
traps, which bear strong similarities with his own work. In a
broader quantum information context, it is also important to
mention, beyond cavity QED and ion-trap physics, the wide
variety of quantum optics experiments exploiting the detection
of photon correlations produced by various sources of twin-
light beams. These experiments started with the pioneering
demonstrations of Bell’s inequality violations in the 1970s and
early 1980s (Freedman and Clauser, 1972; Aspect, Dalibard,
and Roger, 1982). They have since then demonstrated various
properties of nonclassical light and explored their possible
applications for quantum communication (Gisin et al.,
2002), quantum teleportation (Bouwmeester et al., 1997),
and quantum computing (Walther et al., 2005). The quantum
nondemolition studies of propagating optical beams
(Grangier, Levenson, and Poizat, 1998) have not reached the
single quantum sensitivity, but they nevertheless share some of
their features with our QND work. Schrödinger cat states of
light presenting many similarities with our cavity QED cats
have also been generated in quantum optics experiments
(Ourjoumtsev et al., 2007). The domain is again too vast to
mention specifically more works. Experiments with cold
atoms, especially those which study the properties of atoms
trapped in optical lattices in one, two, or three dimensions, are
also aiming at manipulating single particles in a controlled
environment, with quantum information applications in mind
(Garcia-Ripoli and Cirac, 2003; Negretti, Treutlein, and
Calarco, 2011). Finally, the development of nanomechanical
oscillators coupled to atomic systems or to electromagnetic
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field resonators opens a new domain where the manifestations
of state superposition and entanglement will soon become
observable (Rocheleau et al., 2009; Chan et al., 2011). Many
of the concepts and ideas exploited in these experiments have
features in common with those used in cavity QED or ion-trap
physics.

Without comparing the respective merits or limitations of
the various lines of research aiming at controlling quantum
systems, we can try to foresee the future of this physics at
large. The all purpose quantum computer which would be
able to implement arbitrary algorithms seems to be still very
much an utopia (Haroche and Raimond, 1996). The problem
of decoherence is indeed extremely difficult to solve in spite
of the progress made in the implementation of error correc-
tion (Schindler et al., 2011; Reed et al., 2012). Quantum
simulators emulating condensed matter structures and
dynamics with arrays of atoms in optical lattices (Jaksch
and Zoller, 2005) or ions in traps (Schneider, Porras, and
Schaetz, 2012) seem more realistic. They will probably lead
to important advances in the near future. Quantum commu-
nication with photons and the realization of quantum nodes in
which information will be exchanged between atomic sys-
tems and photons in order to build efficient quantum repeaters
are also likely to be developed (Kimble, 2008). The ideas of
cavity QED seem to be particularly well adapted in this
context. Important progresses in quantum metrology
(Giovannetti, Lloyd, and Maccone, 2011) using the tools of
particle control can also be expected. But I am well aware that
this exercise in prediction is largely futile. The most impor-
tant applications of quantum physics have come in the past
from the serendipitous convergence of disparate blue sky
advances made by scientists who would never have predicted
what their results were going to lead to. I guess the same will
happen with the control of single quantum particles.
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Let me add a few more personal remarks. The work
accomplished in my laboratory during the last three decades
has been a collective endeavor in which my former students
and now colleagues Jean-Michel Raimond and Michel Brune
have played an essential role. I have been extremely lucky
that we have stayed together over all these years and that we
have been able to build such a strong and friendly collabora-
tion (Fig. 21 shows us in the lab, in the autumn of 2012). We
have always discussed openly and freely our projects and
decided together the way to follow. Many of the seminal ideas
in our work have come from Jean-Michel or Michel and I am
well aware that today’s recognition is theirs as well as mine. I
know they share this feeling! This work has involved many
people, almost a hundred students, postdocs, and visitors
altogether. The last generation is shown in the photograph
of Fig. 22 taken in October 2012, three days after the Nobel
Prize was announced. Besides Jean-Michel and Michel, I
would like to mention two young colleagues present in this
photograph, Sebastien Gleyzes and Igor Dotsenko, whose
contribution to the photon detection, Schrödinger cat, and
quantum feedback experiments has been very important.
Stefan Kuhr (now at the University of Strathclyde in
Glasgow) was a postdoc in our group when we realized the
first QND photon counting in 2006 and his contribution too

has been essential. Gilles Nogues, after having been a gradu-

ate student, has accompanied us until 2010 before taking up a

position in Grenoble. Among the important participants to

our work in earlier stages, I must recall the role of Philippe

Goy whose technological skills and deep insight in physics

has been essential. Michel Gross and Jean Hare played an

important role to develop our circular Rydberg atom prepa-

ration procedure. Valerie Lefevre-Seguin was a member of

our group when our QND ideas matured and Ferdinand

Schmidt-Kaler, now in Mainz, helped us to realize the first

experiments in the strong coupling regime with open cavities.

On the theory side, the fruitful collaboration with our

Brazilian colleagues Luiz Davidovich and Nicim Zagury

has also been important. Other students, postdocs, visitors,

and collaborators are listed as co-authors in the references

given at the end of this paper. I hope they will forgive me not

mentioning them here by name. All have by their successive

contributions improved step by step our expertise and clever-

ness in our photon juggling game. Coming from many

FIG. 21 (color). The author, Jean-Michel Raimond, and Michel

Brune (from left to right) in the lab in autumn 2012 (credit J. P. Dars,

Photothèque de l’ENS).

FIG. 22 (color). The ENS team in October 2012: from left to

right: M. Brune, J.-M. Raimond, A. Facon, A. Signoles, E.-K.

Dietsche, S. Haroche, T. Rybarczyk, Nguyen Thanh Long, I.

Dotsenko, C. Herman , S. Guerlich, B. Peaudecerf, S. Gleyzes, R.

Texeira, and J. Hare (a colleague, former group member).
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countries, they have been working hard and with an enthusi-
asm that the inevitable drawbacks of an experimenter’s life
could not diminish. I will always remember some exhilarat-
ing moments when our efforts were rewarded and the diffi-
culties forgotten: the 1987 Bastille day (or rather night) in the
lab when we observed with our friend Luiz Davidovich the
first evidence that our two-photon micromaser was working;
the early morning in a Sydney hotel in July 1996 when I
received by fax, for immediate presentation in the talk I was
going to deliver at a conference, the long awaited Schrödinger
cat signals that Michel, Jean-Michel, and the students had just
obtained while I was sleeping 20 000 km and ten time zones
away; and the evening of 11 September 2006 (my birthday!)
when Stefan Kuhr summoned me back by phone to the lab,
just in time to observe the first recording of the birth and
death of a single photon in our cavity. I must also recall the
unique context of the Kastler Brossel Laboratory, in which we
have been working all these years in an atmosphere of trust,
feeling always free to follow our ideas without having to
justify our work by promising improbable applications. This
spirit of freedom is the inheritance of great precursors, Alfred
Kastler and Jean Brossel, who built this lab at the time they
invented optical pumping, 60 years ago. Claude Cohen-
Tannoudji followed their steps and infused me with his
passion for the quantum world. The photograph of Fig. 23
was taken at ENS, in the same room as the previous one,
46 years almost to the day before, when the Nobel Prize of
Alfred Kastler was announced. Claude and I have certainly
changed physically, but our enthusiasm for physics has re-
mained the same! At the start of my career, I was funded
directly by the laboratory, without ever being asked to write
proposals or lengthy reports. Things changed progressively,
when research became more project oriented at the end of the
1980s. My group and its work were then recognized well
enough to get grants from the CNRS and the Agence
Nationale de la Recherche, as well as from European agen-
cies, culminating with our ERC senior grant in 2009. I must
also mention a generous funding by the Japanese Science and
Technology Corporation (JST) through a collaborative grant
that I shared with Yoshisha Yamamoto from 1999 to 2009.

It allowed us to pursue freely our research on quantum
entanglement without any bureaucratic red tape. I would
not be complete without stressing that teaching has always
been an important stimulation for me. At the University
Paris VI and at ENS, I have found that preparing lectures
and interacting with students has greatly helped me to under-
stand physics better and has more than once given me new
ideas for experiments. Since 2001 at College de France, I
have had the challenging task to teach a new course each year
about topics in quantum physics directly related to my own
research or to that of colleagues working in quantum infor-
mation science. This experience has also been extraordinarily
rewarding and fruitful. Let me also acknowledge the influ-
ence on my work of so many friends and colleagues from all
over the world. I have often been stimulated by attending their
lectures, reading about their work, or discussing with them in
Paris or in their own laboratory. These friendships are the
privilege of our lives as scientists. I cherish the opportunity we
have to exchange with people of many different cultures shar-
ing, in our diversity, the same curiosity and the same passion for
discovering and understanding nature. My old friendship with
David Wineland is especially worth mentioning here, since it
has been a special pleasure for me to share this Nobel prizewith
him. Finally nothing would have been possible without
Claudine, my wife whom I met long before knowing what a
photon was, and Julien and Judith, our children. They have
illuminated my life with their love, their humor, and their
intellectual support. But this part of the story will be told
elsewhere (Haroche, 2013).
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